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Introduction
Courses at high schools were in the past an integral 
part of the educational process whereas its formal 
content was strictly defined by synopses. By the 
year 1990 the synopses determined in the standard 
manner whole education, work of schools and tea-
chers, elemental normative documents and educa-
tional and learning plans from which result curri-
culums (Fridrichová, 2011).
After the 1990, many changes in this area were int-
roduced. In comparison with past, courses are not 
obligatory anymore and its quantitative and quali-
tative content is modified by separate school. Ne-
vertheless, these schools draw from the Framework 
Educational Programme (FEP) or School Educati-
onal Programme (SEP). Courses are according to § 

114 paragraph 2 of Education Act included within 
mentioned documents within the frame of physical 
education and health education (Mrázek, 2010). 
This paragraph states: “Corporate bodies, who con-
duct activity of high schools or colleges, can realize 
courses of particular subjects beside education ac-
cording to the educational programme.” Further § 
114 paragraph 2 states: “Courses of particular sub-
jects at high schools or colleges are intended for 
filling of general knowledge and acquirements ne-
cessary to exercise of a profession.” (MŠMT, 2008). 
Health education is one of the educational are-
as which are specified and elaborated within the 
FEP for peculiar branches of secondary vocational 
education. This area within the FEP for grammar 
schools is called Human and Health (Friedrichová, 
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2011).
The FEP does not entirely determine the courses ru-
les, thus schools have an ample space for individual 
approach. They can even decide whether include 
this type of education in their SEP or not. Subsidy 
and content of concrete course depend on school 
material equipment, location, students’ interest, qu-
alification and teachers sport orientation (Kirchner, 
Hnízdil & Louka, 2007).
As an example we show main areas of physical edu-
cation and health education presented within the 
FEP of peculiar branches of secondary vocational 
education which schools include in their SEP:
Courses:
• Skiing- fundamental elements of downhill skiing 

(turning, stopping, riding over asperities), fun-
damental elements of cross country skiing, be-
havior while being in mountains, optional snow-
boarding

• Tourism and outdoor sports- preparation of 
a  touristic event, orienteering, nontraditional 
sports (National Institute for Vocational Educa-
tion, 2011).

The fact that nowadays schools are conducted by 
the FEP (or more precisely the SEP) gives, in com-
parison to the past, a bigger space for involvement 
of outdoor activities (in form of courses) in physical 
education. In regard to this fact, we were interes-
ted whether selected schools use the possibility of 
involving courses in their school educational pro-
gramme. 
Thus, the aim of this thesis is to contribute to pro-
blem-solving regarding the outdoor activities cour-
ses at high schools in the Usti Region. The research 
was realized via an inquiries which detect whether 
high schools in the Usti Region organize winter or 
summer outdoor activities courses. 

We also focused on concrete enumeration of mo-
tional activities involved in the course. Another 
investigated parameter was the students’ interest in 
participating in these events in the form of so called 
percentage “yield” courses, i.e. how many percents 
of students, for whom the course is primarily desig-
ned, take place in the course. 
Tasks:

1) establish the rate of holding of courses focused 
on outdoor activities (at high schools in the Usti 
Region)
2) establish what activities and in what rate they 
are represented in the courses
3) establish the measure of students’ interest in 
these courses

 Methods
The research design of the study was constructed as 
a comprehensive research which is typical for its in-
volvement of all participants into the sample. Thus, 
the basic file is identical to the optional file. All 90 
high schools in the Usti Region were addressed, see 
the table 1. The inquiry return (or if you like the 
willing to participate in the research) was 70%. The 
inquiry return in percents according to particular 
districts is displayed in the table 1. This table simul-
taneously characterized the research file.

Table 1: Absolute frequency of high schools in the Usti Region par-
ticipating in the research; absolute and relative frequencies of the 
inquiry return

District Number 
of high 
schools

Returned 
inquiries

Inquiry 
return 
in %

Děčín 18 11 61
Chomutov 8 5 63
Litomě-
řice

16 9 56

Louny 8 8 100
Most 16 12 75
Teplice 12 6 50
Ústí nad 
Labem

12 12 100

Total 90 63 70

Thus based on the expert recognition, we consider 
the components involved in the research (returned 
inquiries) as a  representative selection of the Usti 
Region high schools.
To fulfill the objectives and the tasks of the rese-
arch, auxiliary research technique – inquiry was 
used. Compared to the classic inquiry, it is focused 
on a  specific group (P.E. teachers, or principals). 
Participants replied to the inquiry totally volunta-
rily, partially it was necessary to motivate concrete 
group as Pelikán (1998) states.
Concrete subject representatives (usually P.E. te-
achers) was given the inquiry in writing. Face-to-
face contact was preferred because telephonic or 
electronic inquiry versions appeared to be ineffec-
tive with the minimal return. The inquiry was re-
alized via particular bachelor and diploma thesis 
(Culek 2013, Emmingerová 2012, Friedrichová 
2011, Hatlapatka 2013, Mrázek 2010 a Vítek 2013).
Unstructured interview was used as an auxiliary 
technique partly in order to obtain additional data 
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and also as a  motivational factor offering correct 
completion of the given inquiry. The inquiry resul-
ts were summarized and described by measures of 
location and measures of variability. 

Conclusions 
The results show that the volume of outdoor ac-
tivities courses at high schools of the Usti Regi-
on is very different. Content of particular courses 
remains very similar and offered activities do not 
differ too much. 
The following figure 1 displays percentages of 
schools which realize courses and schools which 
do not include any courses in P.E. There are 
schools organizing either summer or winter cour-
ses, schools organizing summer as well as winter 
courses in one academic year and schools which 
do not organize courses at all.

Figure 1: Percentages of schools organizing courses and schools not 
organizing courses (n=63)
Legend:
1… schools organizing only winter courses
2… schools organizing only summer courses
3… schools not organizing courses
4… schools organizing summer and winter courses in one acade-
mic year

The following figure 2 displays the percentages of 
offered activities. It is no surprise that summer 
courses are mostly accompanied by activities such 
as cycling and hiking. We consider the major de-
gree of waterman’s activities as positive. Minor ac-
tivities which create few percents are not displayed 
in the graph although they appear on some offered 
lists (e.g. indoor climbing or paragliding).
Activities such as skating, winter camping or tou-
rism using snowshoes can be also found in the 
graph in the item named others (minor activities). 

Figure 2: Percentages of offered activities (summer courses)
Legend:
1… cyclo-tourism
2… hiking
3… touring by water
4… orienteering 
5… climbing
6… others
The item others fulfill the graph (up to 100%).

Figure 3: Percentages of offered activities (winter courses)
Legend:
1… downhill skiing
2… snowboarding
3… cross-country skiing
4… winter tourism
5… others

Within the framework of our research, we were in-
terested in what is the percentage of student’s par-
ticipation in offered courses. The results show that 
dispersion among asked schools is very high.
Some schools did not have any problem to fulfill 
each course. In the best case, 98% of students, for 
whom the course is primarily designed, took part 
in. On the other hand, we also met totally opposite 
results. Mere 2% of students, for whom the course 
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is primarily designed, took part in (Culek, 2013).
Average percentages in concrete districts are dis-
played in the table 2. Mere 25% of student’s  par-

ticipation in courses in Ústí nad Labem and Most 
districts may be surprising. 

Table 2: Average percentage of participation in courses obtained from number of individuals for whom the course is primarily designed

District Average percentage 
of participation in 

courses

Average percentage of 
participation in summer 

courses

Average percentage of par-
ticipation in winter courses

Děčín 50.6 50.5 50.8
Chomutov 56.6 58.6 54.6
Litoměřice 50.0 33.0 67.0
Louny 75.2 77.5 73.0
Most 25.0 23.1 27.0
Teplice 28.0 27.0 29.0
Ústí nad Labem 25.2 24.1 26.4
Total 44.4 41.8 46.8

Discussion
Most of high schools of the Usti Region offer the 
possibility to participate in courses (94%). Only 6% 
do not offer winter and not even summer courses. 
Nevertheless, schools mostly offer one winter and 
one summer course (65%). Organizing of courses 
is strongly affected by individual approach of par-
ticular high schools. With respect to the fact that 
no restrictive normative element exists, the deci-
sion about organizing any outdoor activities cour-
ses depends on particular school. Despite the fact 
that school assistants affirm importance of cour-
ses at high schools, the biggest problem is the stu-
dent’s unwillingness. One of the asked schools sta-
ted that they do not want to organize any courses 
because it may discourage potential applicants from 
study at their high school. Surprisingly, we found 
out that school focused on sport management of-
fers merely one course for the third grade. We wou-
ld expect that school of this type would offer bigger 
amount of outdoor activities courses. This state was 
explained by bare student’s interests.
Similar surprise was the fact that school focused on 
tourist trade does not organize any courses at all. 
We would expect that school of this type would of-
fer at least summer tourist course oriented on cultu-
ral-cognitive activity in particular region. 
The obtained results indicate that the number of 
courses at particular high schools is quite different. 
Some schools face to lack of student’s  interest in 
courses and sport in general. The others can fulfill 
the courses capacity without any problems. Interest 
in courses differs among particular high schools as 

well as among different grades at one certain school. 
From an interview at concrete school, we found out 
that one year only one tenth of students, for whom 
the course is primarily designed, showed their inte-
rest in the course and the next year the student’s in-
terest in the course was enormous and the school 
had to extend the capacity.
Basically, schools aim at involving their students 
in courses. Nevertheless, we found out during the 
investigation that the student’s interests have rather 
decreasing tendency. One of the reasons may be the 
fact that students or parents do not have enough fi-
nancial means. Thus, finances are the big disadvan-
tage for students in light of material equipment and 
course price as well as for schools which have to pay 
the course for their pedagogue or some instructors. 
Some schools are even forced to integrate their 
courses with courses of other high school. 
In general, the content of courses at schools is very 
similar. Winter courses mostly deal with downhill 
skiing, snowboarding, cross-country skiing or hi-
king. The content of winter courses copies current 
trends- skiing and snowboarding. As a negative we 
consider the fact that cross-country skiing is not or-
ganized in adequate measure. 
Summer courses mostly deal with cyclo-tourism, 
hiking and waterman’s activities.
Involvement of such nontraditional activity as para-
gliding shows that the person of pedagogue affects 
the content of courses. One school offers students 
the possibility to learn some fundamentals of men-
tioned sport because they employ favorer and in-
structor of this activity. In our opinion, even though 
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it was not the aim of our investigation, the person 
of pedagogue, his specialization and motivation are 
one of the fundamental determinants which affect 
selection of particular courses not only at high 
schools.
In our opinion, the student’s interest would be much 
stronger in case that they faced activities involved 
in courses over the whole year during the physi-
cal education. Before participating in course most 
of students have never experienced such activities. 
Provided they underwent these activities during 
physical education, it is possible that they would 
be much more interested in concrete activities. In-
cluding of mentioned activities depends entirely on 
physical education teachers or school management.
Beyond the frame of our research go speculations 
about causes of discovered state. Within the frame 
of further analysis and investigation, it is possible 
to consider the effect of finances, socioeconomic 
conditions of particular regions, demographic cha-
racteristic etc. We need to allow for physical-geo-

graphic characteristics and specifications of the Usti 
Region in connection with outdoor activities. We 
can also analyze the level of vocational competen-
ce of physical education teachers who have the best 
opportunity to affect the certain state. 

Conclusions
94% of high schools in the Usti Region offer some 
courses. One summer and one winter course is of-
fered in 65%. Only 6% of schools do not organize 
any course at all.
There is a significant disparity in number of courses 
among particular schools. The student’s  interest is 
also inadequate. 
Down-hill skiing and snowboarding are the most 
preferred winter course activities. Hiking and cyc-
lo-tourism are the most preferred summer course 
activities.
Within the frame of further investigation, it is 
appropriate to analyze discovered state, describe its 
causes and suggest some solutions.
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